LEOPOLD FLOOR PLAN

STUDENT STAFF ROOMS
121 221 321 421

SPECIAL FEATURE ROOMS
If you select one of these rooms and do not need the additional features, you may be asked to move to accommodate a resident who uses these features.

Rooms with Accessibility Accommodations
112 126 235 335 435

DOUBLE ROOMS
All rooms.

GREENHOUSE LEARNING COMMUNITY
3rd & 4th floors – Hamerstrom & Hickey Houses
A community that sets students on paths to finding sustainable solutions to social/environmental challenges. go.wisc.edu/greenhouse

LAUNDRY ROOMS
Laundry facilities are located in the lower level.

MIXED COED FLOORS
Women’s and men’s rooms are integrated throughout the same floor. This means a men’s room can be right next door to a women’s room. There are separate bathrooms for men and women on the floor.
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